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The 2005
Stained Glass
Art Film Collection

Choose from over 250 colours
and effects - the largest range of
overlay film materials on the market, today:

Stained Glass Art Film is a range of printed and embossed filmic
materials which, when used in conjunction with RegaLead lead
profiles and RegaBevels glass clusters, can create stunning
decorative glass effects.
Overlays of this kind have been used throughout the world for
over 25 years, creating glass designs for residential properties,
restaurants, office buildings and shopping centres.
As the materials are applied to a single piece of glass they can
be used as part of an insulated glass unit, applied to mirror or
plastic (making them ideal for ceiling panels) and can even be
applied to curved surfaces.

Designs courtesy of DesignOrr Glass

New Clear Textures - new additions to the range in
2005 include 12 new styles of the popular background glass
effects.These clear textures are ideal for applications where privacy is required without sacrificing natural light.They are commonly used in bathtub and landing windows and door designs.
The clear textures look particularly attractive when used in
conjunction with REGABEVELS or the FUSION glass tiles.
The range of 28 textures and patterns covers most design
styles from the very modern symmetry of Reed and Rainwater
to the more traditional glass effects created with the Mississippi
and Rococo.These films can be used without REGALEAD
profiles to create truly unique glass effects that cannot be
created in any other medium.

Only the finest quality, polyester based
materials and UV stable inks are used
in the making of Stained Glass Art Film
colour effects and textures and they
are guaranteed not to fade, crack or
de-laminate (ask for a copy of our
guarantee).

Laminate - 25 micron polyester
Adhesive - 23 micron
Colourant - 23 micron

Base Material - 50 micron polyester
Adhesive - 23 micron
Release Liner - 147gsm kraft paper

They also feature a three layer construction, with built-in UV
filters to give them excellent weathering performance.The
specially formulated top laminate layer protects the inks, increases
UV resistance and maintains a high level of scratch resistance.
With Stained Glass Art Film, designs can be created that benefit
from over 90% UV filtration when complete coverage of the
glass is achieved, providing the comfort that furnishings are
protected from fading in direct sunlight - a customer selling point.
Stained Glass Art Film also acts as a safety film when 100%
coverage of a piece of untempered glass is achieved - in
accordance with the US safety glass standard ANZI Z97.1-1984.

marketing
support

New Styles and Tones - marble effects, lustres, metallics
and semi-opaque wisps add more colours to the existing
ranges offering an even wider choice for designers looking to
achieve realistic looking stained glass effects.
Pre-printed Designs - for customers creating volume
repeats of the same design the RegaLead printing department
can produce pre-printed designs using multiple colours.
We offer a standard range of 42 pre-printed transom/fanlight
designs and several door options and can also make to
customers own designs.This service offers a cost effective, quick
to apply, waste-free solution for the higher volume producer.

With the RegaLead Decorative Glass Overlay system
customers have an incredible amount of design freedom and
structural strength unlike traditional leaded light manufacture.

performance
technical

Custom Printing - for customers who want something
different, RegaLead offers a custom printing film service with
prices based on complexity of design and volume requirements.
For further details of this special service, please contact our
sales office.

Sheet Size

460mm x 660mm approx.

UV Filtration

90% to 95% ASTM E903

Temperature Range
Colour Stability

- 46˚C to 135˚C

All products rate 8+ on blue wool scale

IG Unit performance Conforms to fogging requirements
of EN1279
Weathering

1000 hours ASTMG154-00

As these materials have been used throughout the world from the heat of the Australian outback to the cold and damp
of a Russian winter - with no reported failures, we are confident
in giving a 10 year guarantee and an estimated life expectancy
of over 25 years.
Swatches are available printed on to acetate - clearly defining
the opacity level of the products, and include:
Display Swatch - a concertina containing an example of
each of the twelve product areas.
Range Swatches - four fans of colours showing
the
complete range - Translucents, 100/200 series,
300/400/500 series and Background Effects.All
samples are printed on 115mm x 60mm to show
the colour and style of the print.
Individual Samples - all colours are available as
individual samples in a presentation folder.

Due to the limitations
of photographic and printing processes the colours shown
throughout this brochure can only be a representation of the
true colours and effects created by the Stained Glass Art Film
range.To aid clarity and accuracy of presentation and design,
we offer a comprehensive swatch and sampling service.

Bespoke swatches - for customers who require a more
personalised marketing package bespoke swatches can also be
produced to order.
For users of the GlassEye 2000R stained glass design package
an upgrade CD is available including jpeg scans of all the films in
the range. Please contact the RegaLead sales office for more
information on this software and the upgrade.
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Abstracts and
Metallic Wisps

Embossed Backgrounds
and Printed Backgrounds

Abstracts have a dynamic abstract appearance,
with one or more colours blended with white or
clear. Metallic wisps have vibrant swirls of colour
through a clear background blended with copper
or gold to add an opulent look.

Embossed backgrounds are clear with a textured
pattern embossed onto the sheet. Printed
backgrounds are clear with a printed texture or
design in frost effect. Both embossed and printed
backgrounds can be used on the back of plain
colours to give them added interest.

Page 11

Pages 16 - 19

SF3 LIGHT ORANGE

SF1 CANARY YELLOW
SF2 DARK YELLOW
SF62 CADMIUM YELLOW

SF4 AMBER
SF86 CRIMSON

Borders are motifs repeated in strips across the
sheet and are best used in traditional style
designs.Accentrim is a tape, applied in the
same way as film, giving a bevelled or “V” groove
brilliant cut effect.

SF77 CERISE

Semi Transparent Wisps give the appearance of
wispy glass, with vibrant swirls of colour through
a clear background.They are ideal for use where
a traditional stained glass effect is required and
have a similar obscurity level to plain colours.

SF24 LIGHT PINK

Page 15

SF26 MEDIUM PINK

Page 10

SF89 BLOSSOM PINK

Borders and Accentrim

SF21 VERMILLION

Semi-Transparent Wisps

SF28 BLUSH

3 Colour Wisps have vivid streaks of colour
bended across a clear background and can be
used in areas where plenty of colour is needed.

SF42 LOLLY

Dark Grains have a solid colour base with subtle
black streaks. Light grains have a pale colour
streaked across a clear background, and can be
used alone, or on top of a plain colour to add
depth.

SF25 ROSE PINK

Page 14

SF76 PASTEL PINK

Page 9

SF20 LIGHT RED

3-Colour Wisps

SF59 BERRY

Light Grains & Dark Grains

SF41 VELVET

Marbles have a transparent background with a
marbled pattern running randomly through the
sheet in complimenting and contrasting colours.
Some marbles have an opaque background and
are shown as ‘OP’.

SF27 LILAC

Page 8

Metallic effects gold, silver, copper & mirror are
solid with a high level of obscurity, and the
metallic finish on the front. Pearls are clear and
pale colours with a iridescent laminate on top,
giving a mother of pearl effect. Colour blends
have horizontal lines of blended colours and are
ideal for use where a shaded effect is required.

Page 13

Plain Colours

SF96 CHERRY PINK

Marbles

SF36 CORN

Lustres & Metallic Effects
and Colour Blends

SF82 GOLDEN YELLOW

Semi opaque wisps are subtle wisps with white,
making them ideal for areas requiring a high
level of privacy.

SF5 ORANGE

Plain colours, most of which are translucent, allow a
high degree of light transmission and low level of
obscurity.There is a wide range of choice from very
pale tints to vibrant colours suitable for most
applications. Plain colours can be used together
with the background effects to give a textured
appearance and gain a higher level of obscurity.
Opaque plain colours are shown as ‘OP’.

SF22 DEEP RED

Page 12

SF51 PARMA

Pages 5 - 7

SF43 MAUVE

Semi-Opaque Wisps

SF71 LAVENDER

Plain Colours

SF39 FLAME

Index

Please Note: Smaller colour samples represent a chosen area to scale 1:4 • Larger colour samples represent a full sheet to scale 1:7 • Due to the unique way our films are produced, we must stress that the
colours represented within this brochure are as accurate as photographic and printing processes allow • To be certain of your chosen colour, we recommend that you request a sample prior to placing your order.
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Please Note: Smaller colour samples represent a chosen area to scale 1:4 • Larger colour samples represent a full sheet to scale 1:7 • Due to the unique way our films are produced, we must stress that the
colours represented within this brochure are as accurate as photographic and printing processes allow • To be certain of your chosen colour, we recommend that you request a sample prior to placing your order.
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SF8 DARK GREEN
SF69 GRANITE
SF67 MUSTARD
SF66 WALNUT BROWN
SF94 KHAKI

SF87 RUSTY BROWN

SF40 SAND

SF7 KELLY GREEN
SF12 MOSS
SF52 CAMEL
SF93 TOPAZ

SF33 ASH GREY

Please Note: Larger colour samples represent a full sheet to scale 1:7 • Smaller colour samples represent a chosen area to scale 1:4 • Due to the limitations of the printing process, Stained Glass Art Film colours may
vary from those shown in this brochure.The true level of opacity cannot be shown in the brochure. Batch to batch variation may also occur. We recommend ordering swatches or samples for a more accurate representation.

SF31 CHESTNUT
SF85 CHARCOAL
SF53 BISCUIT

SF92 SKINTONE

SF64 SAP GREEN
SF65 LAUREL GREEN
SF38 STONE
SF70 PEACH
SF30 RICH TOFFEE
SF58 MERLOT
SF68 FOG GREY

SF29 LIGHT TAN

SF95 SPRING GREEN
SF9 ROYAL GREEN
SF37 VANILLA
SF80 SMOKE
SF75 ROSEWOOD
SF23 CARNELIAN
SF88 DARK BROWN

SF81 LIGHT BROWN

SF19 PURPLE
SF79 SEA BLUE
SF83 DARK BLUE
SF13 CRYSTAL BLUE
SF78 MONASTRAL GREEN
SF56 GRASSHOPPER
SF11 MEDIUM OLIVE

SF48 SEASPRAY

SF18 VIOLET
SF14 LIGHT BLUE
SF72 GREY BLUE
SF54 TEAL
SF55 BOTTLE
SF46 CITRUS
SF10 KIWI

SF45 SPEARMINT

SF17 PLUM
SF50 METRO
SF60 JEANS
SF61 MIDNIGHT
SF90 DEEP AQUA
SF84 LIGHT GREEN
SF47 NETTLE
SF6 LEAF GREEN

SF57 DAMSON
SF63 DEEP VIOLET
SF15 SKY BLUE
SF16 DEEP BLUE
SF73 SAPPHIRE
SF49 COOL MINT
SF44 APPLE
SF74 GREEN PEPPER

6

Please Note: Larger colour samples represent a full sheet to scale 1:7 • Smaller colour samples represent a chosen area to scale 1:4 • Due to the limitations of the printing process, Stained Glass Art Film colours may
vary from those shown in this brochure.The true level of opacity cannot be shown in the brochure. Batch to batch variation may also occur. We recommend ordering swatches or samples for a more accurate representation.
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Please Note: Larger colour samples represent a full sheet to scale 1:7 • Smaller colour samples represent a chosen area to scale 1:4 • Due to the limitations of the printing process, Stained Glass Art Film colours may
vary from those shown in this brochure.The true level of opacity cannot be shown in the brochure. Batch to batch variation may also occur. We recommend ordering swatches or samples for a more accurate representation.
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SF35 BLACK

SF32 WHITE

SF250 MID ORANGE

SF251 DARK ORANGE

SF256 DARK RED

SF255 LIGHT PURPLE

SF252 DARK GREEN

SF522 SILVER

SF521 GOLD

SF523 COPPER

SF254 DARK BLUE

SF258 LIGHT GREY

SF257 DARK BROWN

SF529 ORANGE PEARL

SF532 RED PEARL

SF526 PEARL

SF102 LIGHT GREEN

SF253 DARK OLIVE
SF259 BLACK

SF107 LIGHT PURPLE

SF104 MID OLIVE

SF103 DARK GREEN

SF106 DARK BLUE

SF113 WHITE

SF114 DARK GREY

Please Note: Larger colour samples represent a full sheet to scale 1:7 • Smaller colour samples represent a chosen area to scale 1:4 • Due to the limitations of the printing process, Stained Glass Art Film colours may
vary from those shown in this brochure.The true level of opacity cannot be shown in the brochure. Batch to batch variation may also occur. We recommend ordering swatches or samples for a more accurate representation.

SF110 CERISE

SF109 DARK RED

SF111 DARK PINK
SF105 LIGHT BLUE

SF101 ORANGE

SF100 DARK YELLOW
SF108 LIGHT RED
SF124 GREEN
SF121 RED

SF531 LIME PEARL

SF528 GREEN PEARL
SF122 YELLOW
SF120 BLUE

SF123 ORANGE

Colour Blends

8

Dark Grains
SF112 MID BROWN

SF91 GREY

SF34 DARK GREY
SF524 MIRROR
SF527 YELLOW PEARL
SF530 BLUE PEARL

Lustres & Metallic Effects

Light Grains

Please Note: Larger colour samples represent a full sheet to scale 1:7 • Smaller colour samples represent a chosen area to scale 1:4 • Due to the limitations of the printing process, Stained Glass Art Film colours may
vary from those shown in this brochure.The true level of opacity cannot be shown in the brochure. Batch to batch variation may also occur. We recommend ordering swatches or samples for a more accurate representation.
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SF127 GREEN WISP

SF136 MID GREEN

SF128 SUNSET BLUE

SF134 BLACK WISP

SF130 FLAMING ORANGE

SF133 ICE WHITE
SF131 CREAMY YELLOW
SF125 RUBY RED
SF129 DUSTY BLUE
SF501 SATIN

SF504 LAWN

SF505 EMERALD

SF508 PASSION

SF510 COPPER WISP

SF511 GOLD WISP

SF509 BRONZE

SF500 SARI

SF502 FIRESIDE

SF503 HONEY

SF126 PINK WISP
SF135 PASTEL SKY
SF506 PARADISE

Please Note: Larger colour samples represent a full sheet to scale 1:7 • Smaller colour samples represent a chosen area to scale 1:4 • Due to the limitations of the printing process, Stained Glass Art Film colours may
vary from those shown in this brochure.The true level of opacity cannot be shown in the brochure. Batch to batch variation may also occur. We recommend ordering swatches or samples for a more accurate representation.

Metallic Wisps

SF507 PEACOCK

SF158 LIGHT RED
SF174 CHOCOLATE
SF157 LIGHT PURPLE
SF154 OLIVE
SF168 BLUEBERRY

SF171 CORAL
SF162 LIGHT BROWN
SF169 AMETHYST
SF153 DARK GREEN
SF156 DARK BLUE
SF164 LIGHT GREY

SF172 SALMON
SF173 TOBACCO
SF160 MEDIUM PINK
SF152 LIGHT GREEN
SF155 MEDIUM BLUE
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SF170 TEAL

SF163 WHITE

SF167 SEA GREEN

SF165 ANTIQUE YELLOW

SF175 TOFFEE
SF159 DARK RED

SF166 BUTTERSCOTCH

Abstracts

SF161 LILAC

SF150 LIGHT YELLOW

SF132 LILAC BURST

SF151 DARK ORANGE

Semi-Transparent Wisps

Please Note: Larger colour samples represent a full sheet to scale 1:7 • Smaller colour samples represent a chosen area to scale 1:4 • Due to the limitations of the printing process, Stained Glass Art Film colours may
vary from those shown in this brochure.The true level of opacity cannot be shown in the brochure. Batch to batch variation may also occur. We recommend ordering swatches or samples for a more accurate representation.
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SF152 LIGHT GREEN
SF155 MEDIUM BLUE
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SF170 TEAL

SF163 WHITE

SF167 SEA GREEN

SF165 ANTIQUE YELLOW

SF175 TOFFEE
SF159 DARK RED

SF166 BUTTERSCOTCH

Abstracts

SF161 LILAC

SF150 LIGHT YELLOW

SF132 LILAC BURST

SF151 DARK ORANGE

Semi-Transparent Wisps

Please Note: Larger colour samples represent a full sheet to scale 1:7 • Smaller colour samples represent a chosen area to scale 1:4 • Due to the limitations of the printing process, Stained Glass Art Film colours may
vary from those shown in this brochure.The true level of opacity cannot be shown in the brochure. Batch to batch variation may also occur. We recommend ordering swatches or samples for a more accurate representation.
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SF456 CHERRY PINK

SF457 LAVENDER
SF459 ZIRCON

SF469 TERRACOTTA

SF468 WALNUT BROWN
SF461 DARK BLUE
SF458 DEEP VIOLET

SF452 CADMIUM
SF455 DEEP RED
SF462 SOFT BLUE
SF465 GREEN PEPPER
SF467 ROYAL GREEN

SF450 CANARY YELLOW

SF451 CREAM

SF308 MULBERRY
SF310 ORIENTAL BLUE

SF460 SKY BLUE

SF307 CRANBERRY
SF309 DENIM
SF317 FUDGE

Please Note: Larger colour samples represent a full sheet to scale 1:7 • Smaller colour samples represent a chosen area to scale 1:4 • Due to the limitations of the printing process, Stained Glass Art Film colours may
vary from those shown in this brochure.The true level of opacity cannot be shown in the brochure. Batch to batch variation may also occur. We recommend ordering swatches or samples for a more accurate representation.

SF454 VERMILLION
SF464 MINT GREEN
SF466 SAP GREEN
SF463 FOG GREY

SF306 LIPSTICK

SF303 LOBSTER

SF301 PAPAYA
SF312 OCEAN
SF315 SAGE

SF305 SCOTCH MIST
SF313 BASIL
SF318 CONKER
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Marbles
SF453 ORANGE

SF302 ISLAND SUN
SF319 COCOA

SF314 PARSLEY

SF316 STORM

SF311 VIVA

SF304 CANDY

SF300 CUSTARD

Semi-Opaque Wisps

Please Note: Larger colour samples represent a full sheet to scale 1:7 • Smaller colour samples represent a chosen area to scale 1:4 • Due to the limitations of the printing process, Stained Glass Art Film colours may
vary from those shown in this brochure.The true level of opacity cannot be shown in the brochure. Batch to batch variation may also occur. We recommend ordering swatches or samples for a more accurate representation.
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B200 12mm V-GROOVE

SF408 VENUS

B200 19mm V-GROOVE

B200 25mm V-GROOVE

B100 12mm EDGE BEVEL
SF400 PONCHO

SF403 STRAWBERRY ICE

SF409 CINDER
SF406 ATLANTIS

SF407 RAINFOREST

SF404 CAMOUFLAGE

SF402 RAINBOW
SF405 BONFIRE
SF401 PURPLE HAZE

3-Colour Wisps

Accentrim

B100 19mm EDGE BEVEL

B100 25mm EDGE BEVEL

Borders

3M Innovation

SF900 to SF903 - 25mm wide • 25mm repeat • 13 strips per sheet
SF900 RED BLUMEN

SF901 RED CELTIC

B100 35mm EDGE BEVEL

By utilising new technology from 3MTM it is

possible to create the look of brilliant cut glass
with unique AccentrimTM tape.

Visually stunning effects are achieved by refracting
SF902 BLUE CELTIC

SF903 GREEN FLEUR DE

and reflecting light in a similar way to those

produced naturally with bevelled glass.This results

in a modern, contemporary looking option that is

particularly suitable for use in conservatories.
SF904 & SF905 - 38mm wide • 158mm repeat • 11 strips per sheet
SF904 RED NOUVEAU

SF905 BLUE NOUVEAU

Can be used on it’s own for

a brilliant cut or bevelled

border effect, or with lead
for a more traditional
pencil bevel look.

SF906 & SF907 - 38mm wide • 38mm repeat • 11 strips per sheet
SF906 GREEN IONA
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SF906 GREEN IONA

Please Note: Larger colour samples represent a full sheet to scale 1:7 • Smaller colour samples represent a chosen area to scale 1:4 • Borders are shown to scale 1:2 • Due to the limitations of the printing process, Stained Glass Art Film
colours may vary from those shown in this brochure. The true level of opacity cannot be shown in the brochure. Batch to batch variation may also occur. We recommend ordering swatches or samples for a more accurate representation.

Accentrim tape is

available in 18.6 metre rolls

Please Note: Larger colour samples represent a full sheet to scale 1:7 • Smaller colour samples represent a chosen area to scale 1:4 • Accentrim are shown to scale 1:2 • Due to the limitations of the printing process, Stained Glass Art
Film colours may vary from those shown in this brochure.The true level of opacity cannot be shown in the brochure. Batch to batch variation may also occur.We recommend ordering swatches or samples for a more accurate representation.
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SF906 GREEN IONA

Please Note: Larger colour samples represent a full sheet to scale 1:7 • Smaller colour samples represent a chosen area to scale 1:4 • Borders are shown to scale 1:2 • Due to the limitations of the printing process, Stained Glass Art Film
colours may vary from those shown in this brochure. The true level of opacity cannot be shown in the brochure. Batch to batch variation may also occur. We recommend ordering swatches or samples for a more accurate representation.
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Please Note: Larger colour samples represent a full sheet to scale 1:7 • Smaller colour samples represent a chosen area to scale 1:4 • Accentrim are shown to scale 1:2 • Due to the limitations of the printing process, Stained Glass Art
Film colours may vary from those shown in this brochure.The true level of opacity cannot be shown in the brochure. Batch to batch variation may also occur.We recommend ordering swatches or samples for a more accurate representation.
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SF706 STIPPLE

SF707 REED

SF708 ROCOCO

SF709 WHISPER

SF710 SWIRL

SF711 DUNE

SF713 RAINDROP
SF715 SMALL ROCOCO
SF717 CORAL

SF716 MOSAIC

SF714 KALAHARI

SF712 TWINE

Embossed Background Effects

Please Note: Larger colour samples represent a full sheet to scale 1:7 • Smaller colour samples represent a chosen area to scale 1:4 • Due to the limitations of the printing process, Stained Glass Art Film colours may
vary from those shown in this brochure.The true level of opacity cannot be shown in the brochure. Batch to batch variation may also occur. We recommend ordering swatches or samples for a more accurate representation.

Please Note: Larger colour samples represent a full sheet to scale 1:7 • Smaller colour samples represent a chosen area to scale 1:4 • Due to the limitations of the printing process, Stained Glass Art Film colours may
vary from those shown in this brochure.The true level of opacity cannot be shown in the brochure. Batch to batch variation may also occur. We recommend ordering swatches or samples for a more accurate representation.
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Please Note: Larger colour samples represent a full sheet to scale 1:7 • Smaller colour samples represent a chosen area to scale 1:4 • Due to the limitations of the printing process, Stained Glass Art Film colours may
vary from those shown in this brochure.The true level of opacity cannot be shown in the brochure. Batch to batch variation may also occur. We recommend ordering swatches or samples for a more accurate representation.

SF753 ZAMBEZI

SF752 MISSISSIPPI

SF801 CELTIC RUBY
SF803 VICTORIAN FLEUR

SF751 FROST

SF750 GLUE CHIP
SF800 CELTIC CLEAR
SF802 CELTIC DARK BLUE

SF703 SPARKLE

SF701 CRUSH

Printed Background Effects

SF705 ICE

SF704 CRACKLE

SF702 TENNESSEE

SF700 PEBBLE

Embossed Background Effects

Please Note: Larger colour samples represent a full sheet to scale 1:7 • Smaller colour samples represent a chosen area to scale 1:4 • Due to the limitations of the printing process, Stained Glass Art Film colours may
vary from those shown in this brochure.The true level of opacity cannot be shown in the brochure. Batch to batch variation may also occur. We recommend ordering swatches or samples for a more accurate representation.
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Please Note: Larger colour samples represent a full sheet to scale 1:7 • Smaller colour samples represent a chosen area to scale 1:4 • Due to the limitations of the printing process, Stained Glass Art Film colours may
vary from those shown in this brochure.The true level of opacity cannot be shown in the brochure. Batch to batch variation may also occur. We recommend ordering swatches or samples for a more accurate representation.
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Please Note: Larger colour samples represent a full sheet to scale 1:7 • Smaller colour samples represent a chosen area to scale 1:4 • Due to the limitations of the printing process, Stained Glass Art Film colours may
vary from those shown in this brochure.The true level of opacity cannot be shown in the brochure. Batch to batch variation may also occur. We recommend ordering swatches or samples for a more accurate representation.
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Your Local RegaLead Supplier

carnival

RegaLead Limited Columbus House Altrincham Road
Sharston Manchester M22 9AF UK
Telephone +44 (0)161 946 1164 Fax +44 (0)161 946 1033
Email sales@regalead.co.uk Website www.regalead.com
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◆

◆

plain colours

◆

abstract effects

of colour

◆

background textures

◆

accentrim

£3.50 €5.00 $5.00

create a

